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1. INTRODUCTION
In this section, we describe several direct and recursive constructions for
PBDs with consecutive block sizes. A pairwise balanced design (or PBD) is
a pair (X, B) such that X is a set of elements called points, and B is a set
of subsets (called blocks) of X, each of cardinality at least two, such that
every pair of points is contained in a unique block in B. If v is a positive
integer and K is a set of positive integers, each of which is greater than or
equal to two, then we say that (X, B) is a K-PBD of order v, or (v, K)-PBD,
if |X|=v and |B| # K for every B # B. We denote B(K)=[v: there exists a
(v, K)-PBD]. Often in describing B(K), we employ the notation [a, b] for
the set of integers [x : axb]. This paper determines B([8, 9, 10]) with
relatively few exceptions. The spectrum was partially determined earlier by
Du and Zhu [8], in examining the existence of balanced incomplete block
designs with block size eight.
A group divisible design (or GDD) is a triple (X, G, B), satisfying:
1. G is a partition of X into subsets called groups.
2. B is a set of subsets of X (called blocks) such that a group and a
block contain at most one common point.
3. every pair of points from distinct groups occurs in a unique block.
The group type of a GDD(X, G, B) is the multiset [ |G| : G # G]. We
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n denotes i1 occurrences of g1 , i2 occurrences of g2 and so on. As
with PBDs, we say that a GDD is a K-GDD if |B| # K for every B # B.
A transversal design TD(k, n), is a [k]-GDD of type nk and it is well
known that a TD(k, n) is equivalent to k&2 mutually orthogonal latin
squares (MOLS) of order n. For a list of lower bounds on the number of
MOLS of all orders up to 10000, see [BCD].
A balanced incomplete block design (BIBD) is a PBD(v, K) with K=[k].
We use the notation B(v, k) when |B|=k for all B # B. If the blocks of
B(v, k) can be partitioned into classes C1 , C2 , ..., Cm such that every point
appears in exactly one block in each Ci for i=1, 2, ..., m, the design is
resolvable and denoted by RB(v, k); B(k)=[v: there exists a B(v, k)] and
RB(k)=[v: there exists a RB(v, k)]. A finite projective plane of order n is
a balanced incomplete block design on n2+n+1 points where each block
has size n+1.
An incomplete transversal design of order n and block size k with
holes of sizes h1 , h2 , ..., hl , or TD(k, n)&li=1 TD(k, hi), is a quadruple
(X, H, G, B) with the following properties. X is a set of kn elements.
G=[G1 , G2 , ..., Gk] is a partition of X into k sets each of size n; each ele-
ment of the partition is a group. H=[H1 , H2 , ..., Hl] is a set of pairwise
disjoint subsets of X, for which |Hj & Gi |=hj for 1 jl and 1ik;
each Hj is a hole. B is a set of k-subsets of X, for which each B # B satisfies
|B & Gi |=1 for each 1ik; sets in B are blocks. Finally, each unordered
pair of elements from X is either in a hole or group together, or in exactly
one block of B.
Let K be a set of positive integers, and let k be a positive integer. Then
PBD(v, K _ [k]*) denotes a PBD containing a block of size k. If k  K,
this indicates that there is exactly one block of size k in the PBD. On the
other hand, if k # K, then there is at least one block of size k in the PBD.
Theorem 1.1 [4]. If q is a power of a prime number, then there exists
a projective plane of order q.
The classical construction of projective planes employs a finite field of
order q. We denote the projective plane that arises from this finite field by
PG(2, q). An oval of a projective plane of order n is a set of n+1 points
such that no three are collinear. A hyperoval of a projective plane of order
n is a set of n+2 points such that no three are collinear.
Theorem 1.2 [4]. Let ? be a PG(2, q), where q is odd. Then ? contains
an oval.
Theorem 1.3 [4]. Let ? be a PG(2, q), where q=2n and n is a positive
integer. Then ? contains a hyperoval.
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Ovals (and hyperovals) in PG(2, q) are very useful in constructing
pairwise balanced designs with consecutive block sizes.
Theorem 1.4 [4]. Let q be a prime power. Then for 0tq+1,
1. q2&t # B([q&2, q&1, q])
2. q2+q+1&t # B([q&1, q, q+1])
Theorem 1.5 (Arc construction) [13]. If q is a prime power, n is a
positive integer such that 1nq&1, and t is a positive integer such that
0tq+1&n, then nq+t # B([n, n+1, n+2, q]). In particular, if in
addition q # B([n, n+1, n+2]), then nq+t # B([n, n+1, n+2]) for all
0tq+1&n.
Theorem 1.6 [9]. Let q be an odd prime power. Then
1. there exists a [(q&1)2, (q+1)2]-GDD of type ((q&1)2)q and
2. there exists a [(q+1)2, (q+3)2]-GDD of type ((q+1)2)q.
Lemma 1.7 [13]. If q is an odd prime power, then for any integer t such
that 0tq+1, we have q(q&1)2+t # B([(q&1)2, (q+1)2, (q+3)2]).
Let A be a set of nonnegative integers, and let (X, B) be a PBD(v, K).
Then a [w, A]-arc (or an A-arc of order w) in B, is a set of points
SX such that if B is a block, then |B & S| # A. If a projective plane of
order n contains a [w, A]-arc, then it also contains a complementary
[n2+n+1&w, n+1&A]-arc, where n+1&A=[n+1&a : a # A].
If q is odd, from Theorem 1.2, there is a [0, 1, 2]-arc of order q+1 in
PG(2, q).
Theorem 1.8 [14] (Denniston). There exists a [0, 2n]-arc of order
w=22n+m&2n+m+2n in PG(2, 2m+n).
Let x be a nonnegative integer, and let I=[i1 , i2 , ..., is] with 0<i1<
i2< } } } <isx. Further suppose that 0s1s2 } } } n. Let (X, G, B)
be a TD(k+x, n) with G=[G1 , G2 , ..., Gk , H1 , H2 , ..., Hx]. Then an
(x, I, s1 , s2 , ..., sx)-thwart is a set S=xj=1 Sj , where SjHj with |Sj |= sj
for each 1 jx, such that for every B # B, |B & S| # I.
Theorem 1.9 [6]. If there is a TD(k+x, n) containing an
(x, I, s1 , s2 , ..., sx)-thwart, then nk+xi=1 si # B((k+I ) _ [n]), where
k+I=[k+i : i # I].
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Theorem 1.10 [6]. For p a prime, 0kp&2, there is a TD(k+3, p)
containing a (3, [0, 1, 2], a, b, c)-thwart and its complementary (3, [1, 2, 3],
p&a, p&b, p&c)-thwart, whenever a+b+cp+1.
Let A and B be subsets of Zn . Then define A&n B=[a&b mod n : a # A,
b # B]. Now define m(n, a, b)=min[ |A&n B| : A, BZn , |A|=a, |B|=b].
Theorem 1.11 [5]. For q a prime or prime power, there exists a
TD(q+1, q) containing the thwart (l+2, [0, 1, 2, (l+:+;)*], a+:, b+;,
1, 1, ..., 1) for all 0lq&1&m(q&1, a, b), and :, ; # [0, 1].
We employ a number of further constructions that are more standard;
see [14] and references therein for details. We state the most used ones
here for convenience.
Theorem 1.12 [14] (Truncation of groups in a transversal design). Let
k be an integer, k2. Let K=[k, k+1, ..., k+s]. Suppose that there exists
a TD(k+s, m). Let g1 , g2 , ..., gs be integers satisfying 0gim, i=
1, 2, ..., s. Then there exists a K-GDD of type mkg11g
1
2 } } } g
1
s .
The case s=2 is used extensively in this paper.
Theorem 1.13 [14] (Spike-type construction). Let k be an integer, k2.
Let K=[k, k+1, ..., k+s+1]. Suppose there exists a TD(k+s+n, m),
where n is a nonnegative integer. Let g1 , g2 , ..., gs be integers satisfying
1gim, i=1, 2, ..., s. There exists a K _ [k+s+n]-GDD of type
mk1ng11g
1
2 } } } g
1
s .
Theorem 1.13 is similar to Theorem 1.12, except that certain points on
a particular block are retained. Some of these points remain as groups of
size one. Since we are interested in PBDs with three consecutive block
sizes, Theorem 1.13 is often used when s=1.
Theorem 1.14 [14] (Line flipped spike construction). Let k be an
integer, k3, and let K=[k&1, k, ..., k+s+1]. Suppose that there exists
a TD(k+s+n, m), where n is a positive integer. Let g1 , g2 , ..., gs be integers
satisfying 0gim&1, i=1, 2, ..., s. Then there exists a K-GDD of type
(m&1)k n1g11 g
1
2 } } } g
1
s .
Theorem 1.15 [14] (Singular direct product). Let K be a set of positive
integers. Suppose there exists a TD(k, n). If n+h # B(K _ [h]*) for all
i=1, 2, ..., k and h # B(K) then nk+h # B(K ).
Theorem 1.16 [14] (Filling in holes). If there exists a K-GDD of type
g1 g2 } } } gn , and gi+h # B(K _ [h]*) for 1in&1 and gn+h # B(K ) then
i=1 ngi+h # B(K).
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Theorem 1.17 [14] (Wilson’s fundamental construction). Let (X, G, B)
be a GDD (the master GDD) whose groups are G1 , G2 , ..., Gt . Suppose
there exists a function w: X  Z+ _ [0] (a weight function) for which, for
each block B=[x1 , x2 , ..., xk] # B, there exists a K-GDD of type
(w(x1), w(x2), ..., w(xk)) (such a GDD is an ingredient GDD). Then there
exists a K-GDD of type
\ :x # G1 w(x), :x # G2 w(x), ..., :x # G t w(x)+ .
2. FOUR LEVEL THWARTS
We develop some results on thwarts having four levels.
Theorem 2.1. If p is an odd prime, l is an integer such that 0l
p&3, m is a nonnegative integer and n is a positive integer such that
p&(2n&1)&2 Wn2X&2m>0, then there is a TD(l+4, p) containing a
(4, [0, 1, 2], n, n, p&(2n&1)&2 Wn2X&2m, 2+2m)-thwart.
Proof. Consider the TD( p+1, p) arising from the finite field Zp .
This transversal design can be represented as ordered pairs from
(Zp)_(Zp* _ [R, C]), with groups Zp_[x] for x # Zp* _ [R, C], and
blocks defined by [(i, R), ( j, C)] _ [(i+*j, *) : * # Zp*, i, j # Zp]. For any
set Y of points in TD( p+1 p), let Y* denote [x : (x, a) # Y].
Case 1: n is odd. Write n=2k+1 for k a nonnegative integer. Now
p&(2n&1)&2 Wn2X&2m= p&6k&2m&3. Since p is an odd prime this
expression is always even. Let
A=[(i, R): i=0, 1, ..., 2k],
B=[(i, C) : i=0, 1, ..., 2k],
C1=[(i, 1) : i=4k+2, 4k+4, ..., p&2k&2m&3],
C2=[(i, 1) : i= p&( p&6k&2m&3), p&( p&6k&2m&1), ..., p&2],
D1=[(i, &1): i=2k+1, 2k+3, ..., 2k+1+2m],
D2=[(i, &1): i= p&(2k+1+2m), p&(2k+1+2m&2), ..., p&(2k+1)].
Define C=C1 _ C2 and D=D1 _ D2 . We show that X=A _ B _ C _ D is
the desired thwart. First of all, C1 is disjoint from C2 since x # C1* is even
and between 0 and p&1, and the x # C2* is odd and between 0 and p&1.
Also, x # D1* is odd and between 0 and p&1 and x # D2* is even and
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between 0 and p&1. By counting, |A|=|B|=n, |C|= p&6k&2m&3, and
|D|=2+2m. The only thing to check is that every block in the design
intersects X in exactly 0, 1, or 2 points. The blocks restricted to the four
groups are defined by [(i, R), ( j, C), (i+ j, 1), (i& j, &1)] for i, j # Zp . Let
Z be a block. If Z intersects A and B, then Z, restricted to the four groups,
is of the form [(i, R), ( j, C), (i+ j, 1), (i& j, &1)], where i # [0, 1, ..., 2k]
and j # [0, 1, ..., 2k]. Then (i+ j) is in [0, 1, ..., 4k] and (i& j) is in
[0, 1, ..., 2k] _ [ p&2k, p&2k+1, ..., p&1]. In this case, Z is disjoint
from both C and D.
If Z intersects both C and D, then the block Z is of the form [(i, R),
( j, C), (i+ j, 1), (i& j, &1)]. We consider C*+D* and C*&D*, where
C*+D*=[(m+n) mod p : m # C*, n # D*]. If we can show that
[0, 2, ..., 4k] & (C*+D*)=< and [0, 2, ..., 4k] & (C*&D*)=< (note
that 4k<p since p&(2n&1)&2 Wn2X&2m2), then since 2i=
(i+ j)+(i& j) and 2j=(i+ j)&(i& j), a block intersecting both C and D
cannot intersect A or B (or both).
Now C=C1 _ C2 and D=D1 _ D2 ; this implies that C*+D*=
(C1* + D1*) _ (C1* + D2*) _ (C2* + D1*) _ (C2* + D2*) and C* & D* =
(C1*&D1*) _ (C1*&D2*) _ (C2*&D1*) _ (C2*&D2*). So, it suffices to con-
sider each part individually. C1*+D1*=[6k+3, 6k+5, ..., p&2] is a sub-
set of the odd positive integers between 0 and p&1 which is disjoint from
[0, 2, ..., 4k]. C1*&D1*=[2k+1&2m, 2k+3&2m, ..., p&4k&2m&4].
Each element in the set C1*&D1* is strictly between p and &p and odd. If
positive, evidently it is not of the form 2i, where i=0, 1, ..., 2k. If some
term is negative, say 2k+1&2m+2r, then p+(2k+1&2m+2r)
p+(2k+1&2m)4k+2. Hence, it is not of the form 2i where i=0,
1, ..., 2k. C2*+D1* = [8k+2m+4, 8k+2m+6, ..., p&2+(2k+1+2m)],
and any element in the set is strictly less than 2p. A typical element
in the set is 8k + 2m + 4 + 2r. If 8k + 2m + 4 + 2r < p and, so,
8k+2m+4+2r>4k, then it is not of the form 2i, where i=0, 1, ..., 2k.
If 8k+2m+4+2rp, then 8k+2m+4+2r& p is odd and between
0 to p&1; hence it is not of the form 2i, where i=0, 1, ..., 2k.
C2*&D1*=[4k+2, 4k+4, ..., p&2&(2k+1)], so none of the elements in
the set is of the form 2i, where i=0, 1, ..., 2k. Finally, D1*=[0]&D2*, so
we have C1*+D2*=C1*&D1*, C1*&D2*=C1*+D1*, C2*&D2*=C2*+D1*,
and C2*+D2*=C2*&D1*. Hence, any block intersecting both C and D
cannot intersect either A or B. If a block contains more than 2 points in
X, then it must intersect either both A and B or both C and D and is there-
fore impossible. This completes the first case.
Case 2: n is even. Let n=2k, where k is a positive integer. Then
p&(2n&1)&2 Wn2X&2m=p&6k&2m+1. Since p is an odd prime, the
expression is always even. Let
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A=[(i, R) : i=0, 1, ..., 2k&1],
B=[( j, C ) : j=0, 1, ..., 2k&1],
C1=[(i, 1) : i=4k&3+2, 4k&3+4, ..., 4k&3+( p&6k&2m+1)],
C2=[(i, 1) : i= p+1&( p&6k&2m+1), p+1
&( p&6k&2m&1), ..., p+1&2],
D1=[(i, &1) : i=2k, 2k+2, ..., 2k+2m],
D2=[(i, &1) : i= p&2k&2m, p&2k&2m+2, ..., p&2k].
Define C=C1 _ C2 and D=D1 _ D2 . We show that X=A _ B _ C _ D is
the desired thwart. Elements in C1* and D2* are always odd and between 0
to p&1, but elements C2* and D1* are always even and between 0 to p&1.
Hence, C1 is disjoint from C2 and D1 is disjoint from D2 . |A|=|B|=2k,
|C |=|C1|+|C2|, and |D|=|D1|+|D2|. As in Case 1, if a block Z inter-
sects both A and B then Z misses both C and D. If a block Z intersects
both C and D, we need to consider the sets C*+D* and C*&D*. As
before, C*+D*=(C1*+D1*) _ (C1*+D2*) _ (C2*+D1*) _ (C2*+D2*) and
C*&D*=(C1*&D1*) _ (C1*&D2*) _ (C2*&D1*) _ (C2*&D2*), so it is
enough to consider each part separately. C1*+D1*=[6k&1, 6k+1, ...,
p&2]; no element in the set is of the form 2i, where i=0, 1, ..., 2k&1.
C1*&D1*=[2k&1&2m, 2k+1&2m, ..., p&4k&2m&2]. Each element
in the set is odd and is strictly between &p and p. If an element is
negative, say, 2k&1&2m+2r, for some nonnegative integer r then
p+(2k&1&2m+2r)#2k&1&2m+2r mod p and p+(2k&1&2m+2r)
 p+2k&1&2m6k. Hence, none of the elements is of the form 2i,
where i=0, 1, ..., 2k&1. Every number in C2*+D1*=[8k+2m, 8k+2m+2, ...,
p&1+2k+2m] is less than 2p. If an element in the set is strictly less
than p, then it cannot be of the form 2i, where i=0, 1, ..., 2k&1, because
it is greater than or equal to 8k. If an element in the set is greater than
or equal to p, since it is an even number, it is strictly greater than p.
Subtracting p from the number gives a positive odd integer less than p;
hence, it is not of the form 2i, where i=0, 1, ..., 2k&1. C2*&D1*=
[4k, 4k+2, ..., p&1&2k], from which none of its elements is of the form
2i, where i=0, 1, ..., 2k&1. Observe that D2*=[0]&D1*, so any block
intersecting both C and D misses both A and B. As in Case 1, the result
follows. K
Corollary 2.2. Let p be an odd prime, let k be an integer such that
0kp&3, let m be a nonnegative integer, and let n be a positive integer
such that p&(2n&1)&2 Wn2X&2m is positive. If a, b, c, and d are four
nonnegative integers such that an, bn, cp&(2n&1)&2 Wn2X&2m,
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and d2+2m, then there is a TD(k+4, p) containing a (4, [0, 1, 2],
a, b, c, d )-thwart.
Proof. From Theorem 2.1, there is a TD(k+4, p) containing a
(4, [0, 1, 2], n, n, p&(2n&1)&2 Wn2X&2m, 2+2m)-thwart. Inside the
thwart, take a points from the first group, b points from the second, c
points from the third, and d points from the fourth. The intersection of any
block with the thwart does not increase by taking a subset. K
Corollary 2.3. Let p be an odd prime, let k be an integer such that
0kp&3, let m be a nonnegative integer, and let n be a positive integer
such that p&(2n&1)&2 Wn2X&2m is positive. If a, b, c, and d are four
nonnegative integers such that an, bn, cp&(2n&1)&2 Wn2X&2m,
and d2+2m, then there is a TD(k+4, p) containing a (4, [2, 3, 4],
p&a, p&b, p&c, p&d )-thwart.
Proof. Take the complement of the thwart in Corollary 2.2 with respect
to the corresponding groups. K
We now establish the existence of a second family of four level thwarts.
Theorem 2.4. If p is an odd prime, k is an integer such that 0k
p&3, m, n are nonnegative integers such that mn, and p&2m&4n&
2t&3>0, then there is TD(k+4, p) containing a (4, [0, 1, 2], 2m+1,
2n+1, p&2m&4n&2t&3, 2+2t)-thwart. In addition, if m<n, then there
is a TD(k+4, p) containing a (4, [0, 1, 2], 2m+1, 2n+1, p&2m&4n&
2t&4, 3+2t)-thwart.
Proof. Consider the TD( p+1, p) arising from the finite field Zp , using
the same representation as in Theorem 2.1. Define
A1=[(i, R) : i=0, 1, ..., m],
A2=[(i, R) : i= p&m, p&m+1, ..., p&1],
B1=[(i, C ) : i=0, 1, ..., n],
B2=[(i, C ) : i= p&n, p&n+1, ..., p&1],
D1=[(i, &1) : i=m+n+1, m+n+3, ..., m+n+1+2t],
D2=[(i, &1) : i= p&m&n&1&2t,
p&m&n&1&2(t&1), ..., p&m&n&1],
A=A1 _ A2 , B=B1 _ B2 , D=D1 _ D2 .
With N=Zp _[1], we find a set C/N with the desired property. First
we verify that there is no block intersecting all three sets A, B and D. If a
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block intersects both A and B, then by the identity ‘‘i+j ’’#‘‘i ’’+‘‘j,’’ the
block intersects N at Y1=[(i, 1) : i=0, 1, ..., m+n] _ [(i, 1) : i=p&m&n,
p&m&n+1, ..., p&1]. If a block intersects both B and D, then by the
identity ‘‘i+j ’’#‘‘i& j ’’+‘‘2j,’’ the block intersects N at Y2=[(i, 1) :
i=m&n+1, m&n+3, ..., m+3n+2t+1] _ [(i, 1) : i=&m&3n&2t&1,
&m & 3n & 2t + 1, ..., n & m & 1]. Now |Y2 | = m + 3n + 2t + 2 and
|Y1 & Y2 |=m+n. If a block intersects both A and D, then by the
identity ‘‘i+ j ’’#‘‘2i’’&‘‘i& j,’’ the block intersects N at Y3 which is a
subset of Y2 since A*B* and D*=[0]&D*. So if we define C$=
Zp"(Y1 _ Y2), then |C$|=p&|Y1|&|Y2|+|Y1 & Y2|= p&(2m+2n+1)&
(m+3n+2t+2)+(m+n). C=C$_[1] is the desired thwart. Let D$=
D _ [m+n+1+2t+2]. Adding one more point to D increases the num-
ber of restrictions on N by two more points: (m+3n+2t+3, 1) and
(&3m&n&3&2t, 1). If m<n, then &3m&n&3&2t=&m&1&3n&
2t+2(n&m&1) # Y2*. K
Corollary 2.5. Let p be an odd prime and let k be an integer such that
0kp&3. Let a, b, c, and d be four positive integers such that a
2m+1, b2n+1, cp&2m&4n&2t&3, and d2+2t where m, n, and
t are three nonnegative integers. Then there is a TD(k+4, p) containing
a (4, [0, 1, 2], a, b, c, d )-thwart. In addition, if m<n, then there is a
TD(k+4, p) containing a (4, [0, 1, 2], a, b, c&1, d+1)-thwart.
Proof. By Theorem 2.4, there is a TD(k+4, p) containing a
(4, [0, 1, 2], 2m+1, 2n+1, p&2m&4n&2t&3, 2+2t)-thwart. Simply
take a points from the first 2m+1 points in the intersection of the thwart
and the first group, b points from the 2n+1 points in the intersection of
the thwart and the second group, and so on. Taking a subset of the original
thwart does not increase the intersection size and hence the first part
follows. Using the same argument, the second part also follows. K
Corollary 2.6. Let p be a prime and let k be an integer such that
0kp&3. Let a, b, c, and d be four positive integers such that a2m+1,
b2n+1, cp&2m&4n&2t&3, and d2+2t, where m, n, and t are
three nonnegative integers. Then there is a TD(k+4, p) containing a
(4, [2, 3, 4], p&a, p&b, p&c, p&d )-thwart. In addition, if m<n, there is
a TD(k+4, p) containing a (4, [2, 3, 4], p&a, p&b, p&c+1, p&d&1)-
thwart.
Proof. Take the complement of the thwart in Corollary 2.5. K
Theorem 2.7. If there exists an (x, I, s1 , s2 , ..., sx)-thwart in a
TD(k+x, n), and there exists a TD(k+x, m), then there is a TD(k+x, mn)
containing an (x, I, s1m, s2 m, ..., sxm)-thwart.
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Proof. Take the TD(k+x, n) as the master design. Assign weight m to
each point; then each block has group type mn. Apply Wilson’s fundamen-
tal construction to produce a TD(k+x, mn). Consider the thwart in the
TD(k+x, n). Each point in the original design becomes m points in the
TD(k+x, mn). Any block in the TD(k+x, mn) comes from a unique block
in the TD(k+x, n), so removing the (s1m, s2m, ..., sx m) points in
TD(k+x, mn) corresponding to the (s1 , s2 , ..., sx) points in the thwart in
the TD(k+x, n) gives an intersection size in I, and hence the result
follows. K
3. DENNISTON ARCS
Lemma 3.1. A [[0, k]]-arc of order nk in the projective plane of order q,
having n line intersections of size k has, at most, n+nk(q+1&n) nonzero
line intersections.
Proof. Let there be ni intersections of size i, and note that 0
i>0 ni (i&1)(k&i). The result follows by counting. K
Define f (n)=n+n } 2m(8 } 2m+1&n)+(8 } 2m&7&n) } ( n2) for positive
integers m, n.
Theorem 3.2. Let m be a positive integer. If there exists a positive
integer k such that f (1), f (2), ..., f (k) are all less than 26+2m+24+m&
26+m&7, then 26+m&23+m+8+t # B([8, 9, 10]) for all integers t such
that 0tk+1.
Proof. By Theorem 1.8, there is a [0, 2n]-arc of order w=
22n+m&2n+m+2n in PG(2, 2m+n). Take n=3 to obtain a [0, 8]-arc of
order w=26+m&23+m+8. Denote this set of points by A. Call a set
XPG(2, 2m+3)"A compatible (with A) if no three points of X are
collinear and each line induced by two points of X intersects A in eight
points. If X is compatible with A, then A _ X induces a B([8, 9, 10]) in the
projective plane. Assume that there is a compatible set X of x points. We
exhibit a condition which guarantees the existence of an (x+1)th point a
for which X _ [a] is compatible. Any point not in A is on exactly 23+m+1
lines. Evidently, w8 of the 23+m+1 lines have a nontrivial intersection
with A. So, each point not in A has 2m lines through it but missing A. If
we have a compatible set of x points, to add one further point we must
avoid all points on any exterior line through any of the x points and any
point on a line induced by two of the x points. To complete the proof, we
must show that the number of points to be avoided is at most f (x). Then,
since 26+2m+24+m&26+m&7 is the number of points not in A, it will
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follow that it is possible to get a compatible set of x+1 points. By
repeating the argument, we obtain the desired conclusion.
It remains only to show is the number of points that we have to avoid
is bounded by f (x). We must avoid the x points in X. We need to avoid
having pairs on the external lines. After we have chosen x points, each
occurring on a disjoint set of 2m external lines, there are at most
x+x } 2m(8 } 2m+1&x) points we may not pick to avoid selecting a point
again, or getting a pair on an external line. This follows by applying
Lemma 3.1 to the dual arc defined by the chosen points, and contained in
the dual arc of the external lines. We need to avoid points on lines defined
by two points in X. There are x(x&1)2 such lines; each line has
23+m+1&2&8 points not in A, plus the two defining points (any line
joining two points in X is not an exterior line). Each of these lines must
meet the exterior lines through the other x&2 points; there are (x&2) } 2m
such meets, but the same point could have been the meet point of up to 2m
of these (per point), so we can only guarantee that at least x&2 points on
each line (plus the two defining points) have already been counted in the
external pairs taboo list; thus each of the ( x2) lines contributes at most a
further 8 } 2m&7&x points to be avoided. K
The number of blocks in a B(v, 8) with v=2m+6&2m+3+8 is
56(22m)+15(2m)+1 because the number of blocks is equal to v(v&1)56.
So, in PG(2, 23+m), there are 26+2m+23+m+1&56(22m)&15(2m)&1=
2m(2m+3&7) lines missing the set A.
Corollary 3.3. Suppose the positive integer k satisfies f (1), f (2), ...,
f (k&1)<26+2m+24+m&26+m&7 and k(2m)<2m(2m+3&7). Let a be a
positive integer such that a+k(2m)+k(k&1)22m+3+1, then
2m+6&2m+3+k+a+8 # B([8, 9, 10, a*]).
Proof. By Theorem 3.2, there exists a set X of k points such that no
three of them are collinear and the lines induced by any two points meet
A nontrivially. By the hypothesis, it is possible to find an exterior line that
misses all k points since any exterior line meets the set of k points one or
zero times. Again by the hypothesis, it is possible to identify a points on the
line missing all the exterior lines induced by any of the k points and missing
lines induced by any two of the k points. Then A together with X and the a
points on the line induces the required PBD in the projective plane. K
4. B([8, 9, 10])
We determine the spectrum of B([8, 9, 10]) with few exceptions. We do
not comment explicitly on nonexistence results here; Batten [3] establishes
most of the results employed for nonexistence.
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Lemma 4.1. 57, 64, 65, 72, 73, 74, 80 # B([8, 9, 10]).
Proof. By [1], we have 57, 64 # B(8). Add a point to each group in
TD(8, 8) to obtain 65 # B([8, 9, 10]). Now 72 # B([8, 9, 10]) because
TD(9, 8) exists; add one point to each group of TD(9, 8) to obtain
73 # B([8, 9, 10]). Take a TD(10, 9) and remove eight points in each of
two groups to obtain 74 # B([8, 9, 10]). Finally, remove one point from
TD(9, 9) to obtain 80 # B([8, 9, 10]). K
Lemma 4.2. [81, 91]B([8, 9, 10]).
Proof. The existence of the projective plane of order 9 establishes that
91 # B([8, 9, 10]). Remove an oval point in the plane to produce a
TD(10, 9) with nine groups containing an oval point. Deleting any t of the
oval points gives 90&t # B([8, 9, 10]) for 0t9. K
Lemma 4.3. 92, 93 # B([8, 9, 10]).
Proof. Take a TD(10, 11) and remove nine or eight points in two
blocks so that no group of size 11 remains. K
Lemma 4.4. 96, 97, 98, 99, 100 # B([8, 9, 10]).
Proof. First of all, if n=10 and A=[0, 5]=B then A&n B=[0, 5].
Hence, m(10, 2, 2)2. If we take q=11 and apply Theorem 1.11 with
l=8, :=;=1 to produce a (10, [0, 1, 2, 10*], 3, 3, 1, 1, ..., 1)-thwart in
TD(10, 11). By complementing the thwart, we obtain a (10, [8, 9, 10, 0*],
8, 8, 10, 10, ..., 10)-thwart in TD(10, 11). Hence we obtain [96, 100]
B([8, 9, 10]). K
Lemma 4.5 [12]. 94, 95, 110, 114 # B([8, 9, 10]).
Theorem 4.6 [1]. 120, 232, 288, 344, 400, 456 # RB(8).
Lemma 4.7. [120, 125] _ [128, 132] # B([8, 9, 10]).
Proof. In Theorem 3.2 with m=1, compute f (1)=33, f (2)=69,
f (3)=105, and f (4)=138; so [120, 125]B([8, 9, 10]). Apply Corol-
lary 3.3 with a=8, 9, 10 when k=2 to get 130, 131, 132 # B([8, 9, 10]).
Finally, by Lemma 4.6, it is possible to add eight or nine infinite points
to the resolvable design RB(120, 8) and a block at infinity to obtain
128, 129 # B([8, 9, 10]). K
Lemma 4.8. [136, 154]B([8, 9, 10]).
Proof. Taking q=17, apply Lemma 1.7. K
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Lemma 4.9. [161, 165] _ [168, 172] # B([8, 9, 10]).
Proof. Apply Lemma 1.7 with q=19. The set of exterior points induces
a design with block sizes 9, 10. All block sizes of 10 are induced by the
exterior lines; it is possible to choose three exterior lines so that their
pairwise intersection are distinct and the points of intersection are exterior
points. By removing the three points we obtain 168 # B([8, 9, 10]).
Remove 0, 1, or 2 points from the [9, 10]-GDD of type 919 to obtain
169, 170, 171 # B([8, 9, 10]). By adding a point at infinity to each group,
we get 172 # B([8, 9, 10]). Remove 9 or 10 points from a block of size 10
in the GDD to obtain 161, 162 # B([8, 9, 10]). Remove eight points from
a group to obtain 163 # B([8, 9, 10]). Adding two oval points from the
[9, 10]-GDD of type 919 arising from the finite projective plane of order
19. This gives a PBD(173, [9, 10] _ 11*). Remove eight points or nine
points from a nine-block intersecting the unique block of size 11 to obtain
164, 165 # B([8, 9, 10]). K
Lemma 4.10. [232, 238] _ [240, 246] # B([8, 9, 10]).
Proof. Apply Theorem 3.2 with m=2; we have f (1)=129, f (2)=273,
f (3)=429, f (4)=594, and f (5)=765. They are all less than 812 which is
the number of exterior points. Hence [232, 238]B([8, 9, 10]). Apply
Corollary 3.3 with a=10 and k=1, 2, 3, 4, respectively, to obtain
[243, 246]B([8, 9, 10]). Finally, 232 # RB(8) has more than 10 resolu-
tion classes and, hence, [240, 242]B([8, 9, 10]). K
Lemma 4.11. 288, 289, 296, 297, 298 # B([8, 9, 10]).
Proof. Add 0, 1, 8, 9, 10 infinite points to a RB(288, 8) design. K
Lemma 4.12. 344, 345, 352, 353, 354 # B([8, 9, 10]).
Proof. Add 0, 1, 8, 9, 10 infinite points to a RB(344, 8) design. K
Lemma 4.13. 400, 401, 408, 409, 410, 457 # B([8, 9, 10]).
Proof. Add 0, 1, 8, 9, 10, 57 infinite points to a RB(400, 8) design. K
Lemma 4.14. 402, 449, 450, 451, 498 # B([8, 9, 10]).
Proof. Truncate a group of TD(k, 49) for k # [9, 10] to 0, 1, 2, or 49
points. Fill the groups using eight infinite points and 57 # B(8). K
Lemma 4.15. 424, 425, 432, 433 # B([8, 9]).
Proof. Remove 0, 1, 8, and 9 points from the B(433, 9) design [1]. K
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Lemma 4.16. 434, 440, 441, 442 # B([8, 9]).
Proof. Greig [10] gives a 9-GDD of type 949, so we obtain 441. Delete
any point to obtain 440. Add an infinite point to the groups to obtain 442,
and delete eight points from a 9-block in this PBD to obtain 434. K
Lemma 4.17. [456, 471]B([8, 9, 10]).
Proof. Apply Theorem 3.2, taking m=3; we have f (1)=513,
f (2)=1065, f (3)=1653, f (4)=2274, f (5)=2925, and f (6)=3603. They
are all less than 3705 which is number of exterior points. Hence [456,
463]B([8, 9, 10]). Apply Corollary 3.3 with a=10 and k=1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
respectively, to obtain [467, 471]B([8, 9, 10]). 456 # RB(8) has more
than 10 resolution classes, and hence [464, 466]B([8, 9, 10]). K
Lemma 4.18. [504, 506]B([8, 9, 10]).
Proof. Since 513 # RB(9), deleting eight or nine points from a block
gives 505 or 504. Instead adding an infinite point to one parallel class and
then deleting eight points from a 9-block gives 506. K
Lemma 4.19. 569, 570, 571, 572, 573, 574, 575, 576, 577, 578, 579 #
B([8, 9, 10]).
Proof. Simple counting gives a TD(13, 64) containing a (5, [0, 1, 2],
57, 1, 1, 1, 1)-thwart. This gives [569, 573]B([8, 9, 10]). Take a
TD(10, 64) and truncate two groups to 56, a where a # [7, 8, 9] and add
a point at infinity to obtain [576, 578]B([8, 9, 10]). Take a TD(10, 64)
and truncate two groups to 57 and 10 to obtain 579 # B([8, 9, 10]).
Finally, take a RB(513, 9) design. Remove two points in a block and zero
points or one point in another block in the same resolution class. This
gives at most three blocks of size seven. 574, 575 # B([8, 9, 10]) can be
obtained by adding 64 infinite points to the resulting design. K
Lemma 4.20. 583 # B([8, 9, 10]).
Proof. Truncate two groups of TD(10, 71) to seven points each, and fill
the groups using one infinite point. K
Lemma 4.21. If q is a prime power and q # B([8, 9, 10]) then
[8q, 9q&7]B([8, 9, 10]).
Proof. Apply Theorem 1.5 with n=8. K
Lemma 4.22. [512, 569] _ [584, 866] _ [968, 1514] _ [1864, 2162] _
[2312, 2594] _ [2824, 3170]B([8, 9, 10]).
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Proof. Apply Lemma 4.21 with q= 64, 73, 81, 89, 97, 121, 128, 137,
151, 169, 233, 241, 289, 353. K
Lemma 4.23. [867, 967] # B([8, 9, 10]).
Proof. Take a TD(10, a) and truncate two groups to sizes x and y. For
[867, 910], take a # [97, 100], x # [0, 10], and y # [80, a]. For 912, take
a=97, x=64, and y=72. For [913, 945] take a=97, x # [57, 72], and
y # [80, 97]. For [946, 967] take a=97 and x, y # [80, 97]. Finally, for
911 apply Theorem 3.2 to add 7 points to a Denniston arc. K
Lemma 4.24. [1512, 1664]B([8, 9, 10]).
Proof. Any integer in [160, 312] can be written as sum of two integers
a, b, where a, b # B([8, 9, 10]). Truncate two groups to a, b points in a
TD(10, 169). K
Lemma 4.25. There exists[8, 9, 10]-GDD of type 98a1, 99a1, and 910a1,
where 0a9.
Proof. Take a TD(9, 9) and TD(10, 9). Truncate one group to obtain
[8, 9, 10]-GDDs of types 98a1 and 99a1. Take a TD(10, 11), remove a
block, and truncate one group. Use one deleted point to define groups to
obtain [8, 9, 10]-GDDs of type 910a1. K
Lemma 4.26. [1648, 1864] # B([8, 9, 10]).
Proof. Take a TD(11, 19) and give weight nine in the first eight groups,
weight zero or nine in two groups, and arbitrary weights from [0, 1, ..., 9]
in the last group. All required ingredients exist by Lemma 4.25. Hence, we
obtain a [8, 9, 10]-GDD of type (171)8 (9a)1 (9b)1 c1, where 0a, b19
and 0c171. Choose a, b # [0, 1, 8, 9, 10, 11, 16, 17, 18, 19] and
c # [136, 154]. Then 9a, 9b # B([8, 9, 10]) and a+b # [16, 17, 18, 19, 20,
21, 22, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38]. Hence
[1368+280, 1368+496]B([8, 9, 10]). K
Lemma 4.27. [2163, 2311]B([8, 9, 10]).
Proof. Theorem 2.1 gives a (4, [0, 1, 2], 10, 10, 10, 200)-thwart in
TD(10, 241); take p=241, n=10, and m=4. Define the sets A, B by
A=[80, 91] _ [96, 100] _ [120, 125] _ [128, 132]
_ [136, 156] _ [168, 172],
B=[232, 238] _ [240, 241].
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Any integer in the interval [200, 328] can be written as a sum of two
integers from A, say a and b. Take a TD(10, 241), remove 241&a points
in one group and 241&b points in a second group. This gives
241(8)+a+b # B([8, 9, 10]). Hence, [2128, 2256]B([8, 9, 10]). Also,
every integer in the interval [803, 895] can be written as the sum of four
integers a+b+c+d, where a # A, b, c, d # B. Any element in B is greater
than 241&10 and any element in A is greater than 241&200. So there
exists a TD(10, 241) containing a (4, [2, 3, 4], a, b, c, d )-thwart. By
keeping all points in the thwart and all points in the six other groups,
we get 6(241)+a+b+c+d # B([8, 9, 10]). Hence [2249, 2341]B([8, 9,
10]). K
Lemma 4.28. [2595, 2823]B([8, 9, 10]).
Proof. Any integer in the interval [200, 346] can be represented as the
sum of two integers less than 289 and in B([8, 9, 10]). So [8(289)+200,
8(289)+346] _ [8(298)+352, 8(298)+346] B([8, 9, 10]), since both
TD(10, 289) and TD(10, 298) exist. So, we have [2512, 2730]B([8, 9,
10]). Any integer in the interval [352, 418] can be represented as the sum
of two integers less than 289 and in B([8, 9, 10]). So by truncation of TDs,
we have that [8(297)+352, 8(297)+418], [8(298)+200, 8(298)+418]
/B([8, 9, 10]) since both TD(10, 297) and TD(10, 298) exists. So, [2728,
2802]B([8, 9, 10]). Any integer v in [696, 738] can be written as the
sum of three integers in the set [232, 238] _ [240, 246] (v=a1+a2+a3).
By Theorem 1.10, there is a TD(10, 11) containing a (3, [1, 2, 3], 7, 7, 7)-
thwart. Also, there exists a TD(10, 27). So by Theorem 2.7, there exists a
TD(10, 297) containing a (3, [1, 2, 3], 189, 189, 189)-thwart. Hence, there
is a TD(10, 297) containing a (3, [1, 2, 3], a1 , a2 , a3)-thwart. Removing
all points in the three groups but not in the thwart, we obtain
7(297)+r # B([8, 9, 10]). Hence, [2775, 2817]B([8, 9, 10]). Finally,
there exists a TD(20, 352) [2]. It is possible to identify eight points, one
in each group, such that every block meets the eight points 0, 1, or 2 times;
hence [2816, 2823]B([8, 9, 10]). K
Lemma 4.29. [3171, 3207]B([8, 9, 10]).
Proof. Recall from the proof of Lemma 4.28 that every integer in the
interval [352, 418] can be written as the sum of two integers in the set
B([8, 9, 10]) with each of the integers less than 352. By [2], there exists
a TD(10, 352). Hence, [8(352)+352, 8(352)+418]B([8, 9, 10]). K
Lemma 4.30. [3208, 16796]B([8, 9, 10]).
Proof. Apply Lemma 4.21 with q= 401, 433, 467, 512, 569, 577, 617,
641, 673, 729, 769, 841, 881, 961, 1009, 1051, 1103, 1153, 1163, 1171, 1201,
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1249, 1283, 1361, 1409, 1481, 1511, 1669, 1867. Each is in B([8, 9, 10]) by
previous lemmas. K
Combining Lemmas 4.22, 4.27, 4.28, 4.30, and 4.29, we obtain the
following corollary.
Corollary 4.31. [1864, 16796]B([8, 9, 10]).
Lemma 4.32. If [1864 } 8i, 1864 } 8i+1+87]B([8, 9, 10]) where i is a
nonnegative integer, then [1864 } 8i+1, 1864 } 8i+2+87]B([8, 9, 10]).
Proof. Any integer v in the interval [1864 } 8i+1+87, 1864 } 8i+2+87]
can be expressed in the form v=8t+r, where t # [1864 } 8i, 1864 }
8i+1+87] and r # [80, 87]. Since t780, a TD(9, t) exists [2]. Truncate
all but r points in one group. K
Let E8, 9, 10=[11, 56] _ [58, 63] _ [66, 71] _ [75, 79] and X8, 9, 10=
[101, 109] _ [111, 113] _ [115, 119] _ [126, 127] _ [133, 135] _ [155,
160] _ [166, 167] _ [173, 231] _ [239] _ [247, 287] _ [290, 295] _
[299, 343] _ [346, 351] _ [355, 399] _ [403, 407] _ [411, 423] _ [426,
431] _ [435, 439] _ [443, 448] _ [452, 455] _ [472, 497] _ [499, 503] _
[507, 511] _ [580, 582].
Theorem 4.33. For any integer v11, v # B([8, 9, 10]), with the
possible exceptions in X8, 9, 10 and definite exceptions in E8, 9, 10 .
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